
On 1 January, 2019, the IP Court of the Supreme Peo⁃
ple’s Court (SPC) was officially unveiled in Beijing. The es⁃
tablishment of SPC’s IP Court is an important national poli⁃
cy deployment for building a powerful country in terms of IP
and scientific technologies, a vital reform measure for com⁃
prehensively deepening judicial reform and promoting judi⁃
cial fairness, and a major institutional innovation that strictly
protects IP rights, facilitates innovation⁃driven development
strategies and creates a world⁃class business environment,
which is of extreme significance in the history of the rule of
law and judicial development.

I. Institutional innovation: Protecting
and stimulating innovation by

innovative means

The establishment of SPC’s IP Court is a major break⁃
through and innovation in China’s IP litigation system,
which is primarily manifested in the following three aspects.
1. Innovation in institutional hierarchy
The SPC’s IP Court in China is the first specialized IP

judicial organ established at the top level of courts. Globally
speaking, a specialized IP judicial organ responsible for uni⁃
fying the judging standards is usually at the high court lev⁃
el. For example, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit, the German Patent Court, the IP Division of
the Tokyo High Court, and the Korean Patent Court are all at
the high court level and responsible for hearing patent and
other IP cases at the second instance and unifying judging
standards within their respective jurisdictions. The establish⁃
ment of the SPC’s IP Court is aimed to give prominence to
the finality and authoritativeness of judgment and exert a
broader influence. This institutional innovation is not only in

line with the international trend of establishing IP courts, but
also a showing of China’s innovations and wisdom. Apart
from meeting the judicial requirements for scientific and
technological innovations, it has also evolved and enriched
an IP litigation system with Chinese characteristics.
2. Innovation in jurisdiction
In the light of the Decision of the Standing Committee

of the National People’s Congress (NPCSC) on Several Is⁃
sues Concerning Litigation Procedure for Patent and Other
IP Cases and the Provisions of the SPC on Several Issues
Concerning the IP Court, SPC’s IP Court has centralized ju⁃
risdiction over appeals against decisions in first ⁃ instance
technology ⁃ related civil and administrative cases all over
the country. The types of cases nearly cover all IP types ex⁃
cept trademark, including patents, new plant varieties, inte⁃
grated circuit layout designs, technical secrets in anti⁃unfair
competition cases, computer software in copyright cases
and monopoly cases. It is noteworthy that monopoly cases
and technology⁃related IP cases are put under the jurisdic⁃
tion of a unified specialized trial organ according to the spe⁃
cial legislation of the NPCSC. This mode enables the court
to attend to and be alert to destruction of competition by
abuse of IP rights while strengthening the protection of IP
rights, thereby better achieving the coordination and bal⁃
ance between innovation and competition. In terms of the
nature of cases, second ⁃ instance technology ⁃ related ad⁃
ministrative and civil IP cases are under the unified jurisdic⁃
tion of the court. This“2⁃in⁃1”mode has laid a solid founda⁃
tion for the coordination and unification of judgments in
technology⁃related administrative and civil IP cases.
3. Innovation in trial mechanism
The first is the innovation in appeal mechanism. The

SPC’s IP Court has centralized jurisdiction over technology⁃
related IP appeals all over the country, while local high
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courts are skipped over in the litigation procedure, thereby
forming a“leap appellate system”, which is conducive to
shortening a dispute resolution period and unifying judicial
standards.

The second is the innovation in the manner of service.
Pursuant to judicial interpretations, the IP Court may, with
the consent of the party concerned, serve litigation docu⁃
ments, evidential materials and judgements by electronic
means, such as an electronic litigation platform. Apart from
the Internet Court, this is the first court that serves judge⁃
ments by electronic means.

The third is the innovation in trial manner. According to
judicial interpretations, SPC’s IP Court may conduct a por⁃
tion of litigation procedures online, such as exchanging evi⁃
dence or convening pre⁃trial meetings through an electron⁃
ic litigation platform or online video. Meanwhile, in view of
its jurisdiction over cases nationwide and for the purpose of
facilitating litigation by parties concerned, SPC’s IP Court
has established a specialized circuit trial system, so as to
conduct trial on site or at the location of the court of original
jurisdiction based on the actual details of a case. On 23 Ju⁃
ly, 2019, the IP Court conducted its first circuit trial in Nan⁃
jing, Jiangsu Province, which facilitated factual findings and
the participation of the parties in legal proceedings, and
meanwhile won high praises from all sectors of society.

II. Responsibilities and tasks: Judicial
orientation, strict protection, innovation
stimulation, protection of competition,

and global vision

1. To strengthen judicial orientation
Judicial protection is the most effective, fundamental

and authoritative means to protect IP rights. For the first
time, the IP Court realized the centralized and unified trial of
administrative appeals relating to technology ⁃ related IP
right grant and invalidation, appeals related to administra⁃
tive investigation and punishment and appeals related to
civil infringement. Meanwhile, with the technical investigator
system becoming increasingly mature and the judicial trials
becoming specialized and professional day by day, and
with the aid of information and intelligence based trials, a
better platform and a more solid foundation are provided for
judicial protection to play its leading role.

(1) The function of the IP Court for judicial review of IP
right grant and invalidation cases shall be brought into full
play. More efforts shall be made to strengthen the compre⁃
hensive and in ⁃ depth review of the legality of substantive
standards for patent grant such as novelty, inventive step
and practical applicability, promptly clarify and unify the
standards, and promote the standardization and scientifici⁃
zation of patent grant and invalidation, thereby continuously
improving the quality of granted patents.

(2) The function of the IP Court for judicial supervision
of IP administrative investigation and punishment acts shall
be brought into full play. More efforts shall be made to
strengthen the examination on the legitimacy of the IP ad⁃
ministrative law enforcement entities and procedures, and
actively guide the standards of administrative law enforce⁃
ment authorities on, for example, investigation and evi⁃
dence collection, evidence review, infringement determina⁃
tion and assumption of responsibility, to be consistent with
judicial standards, thereby enhancing the quality and level
of administrative law enforcement.

(3) The cross⁃procedural problems related to adminis⁃
trative patent invalidation and civil infringement proceed⁃
ings shall be dealt with properly. It is a vital responsibility of
the IP Court to smoothly connect the trials of patent invalida⁃
tion cases and civil infringement cases and coordinate the
results thereof. Effective measures must be taken to en⁃
hance the trial efficiency of administrative patent invalida⁃
tion cases, and stabilize the validity of patent rights as soon
as possible, so as to provide a better right status basis for
the trials of civil infringement cases. Claim construction
rules shall be clarified and further defined in an effort to co⁃
here and coordinate the rules for construing claims in ad⁃
ministrative patent invalidation and civil infringement pro⁃
ceedings and ensure the scope of protection of a patent to
be in line with the technical contributions it makes. Reason⁃
able emphasis shall be placed on the prior and decisive po⁃
sition of civil procedures under particular circumstances so
as to facilitate the resolution of IP related civil disputes inter⁃
weaving civil and administrative procedures, lead the sub⁃
sequent administrative disputes to an appropriate resolu⁃
tion, and effectively shorten the period for case trials. In the
cases where patentees accuse others of infringement on
the obvious grounds for invalidation, such as the scope of
protection of claims being apparently unclear, fabricated in⁃
formation that is essential for patent grant like experimental
data in the specification, and the technical solution of the
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patent being disclosed prior to the filing date and non⁃satis⁃
faction of the requirement for the so ⁃ called novelty grace
period, a decision may be directly issued to reject a patent
according to the specific situation of the case with no need
of awaiting the results of administrative procedures. Where
clear interpretation was provided for a specific claim in a
previous civil patent infringement case, reference shall be
made thereto in the subsequent administrative patent invali⁃
dation proceedings for interpreting the same claim.
2. To strengthen strict protection
President Xi Jinping profoundly stated that strengthen⁃

ing the protection of intellectual property rights is the most
significant part for improving the property right protection
system and meanwhile the utmost incentive to enhance Chi⁃
na’s economic competitiveness. The IP Court shall focus
on strict protection, strengthen judicial protection, raise the
cost of law breaking and give full play to the legal deter⁃
rence.

(1) Damages awarded for technology ⁃ related IP in⁃
fringement shall be enhanced. Damages awarded for IP in⁃
fringement are supposed to be in proportion to the market
value of the IP right. For an accused product that involves
multiple components and multiple patents, in the determina⁃
tion of the damages for infringement, account shall be tak⁃
en of how much contribution the patent in suit has made to
the market value of the particular components or the entire
product, and the incremental value of the infringing product
brought by the patent shall be used as the basis for award⁃
ing damages. The systems, such as the orders for the pro⁃
duction of documents and spoliation of evidence, stipulated
by the existing laws and judicial interpretations thereof shall
be put to active application. Where, without justifiable rea⁃
sons, the infringer refuses to obey the orders for the produc⁃
tion of documents or spoliates evidence willfully on the
premise that infringement is established, reference can be
made to the patentee’s claims and evidence for determin⁃
ing a higher damage amount. The methods for calculating
damage amount under relevant intellectual property laws
may be applied in a reasonable order so as to alleviate the
burden of proof on right holders. If a right holder selects a
particular method for calculating damages in a specific
case, it may be presumed that the amount of damages cal⁃
culated according to the previous method is difficult to de⁃
termine, unless there exists counterevidence. Issues con⁃
cerning punitive damages for technology⁃related IP infringe⁃
ment shall be studied and explored in depth. Where require⁃

ments are met, the right holder’s claim for punitive damag⁃
es shall be supported according to law so as to increase
the cost of infringement and give full play to the legal deter⁃
rence of punitive damages to infringement. For instance, pu⁃
nitive damages shall be applied in the light of the provisions
of the Seed Law in cases of serious infringement on the
rights of new plant varieties like willful infringement, repeat⁃
ed infringements and multiple infringements.

(2) The behaviour preservation system shall be actively
used to ensure the timeliness and soundness of judicial re⁃
lief. The behaviour preservation system plays a vital role in
improving the timeliness and effectiveness of judicial relief
and reducing the cost of safeguarding rights for right hold⁃
ers. Efforts shall be made to grasp the spirit of“timely pro⁃
tection and sound protection”conveyed in the Provisions of
the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues Concerning
the Application of Law in Cases Involving the Review of Be⁃
haviour Preservation in IP Disputes, properly examine a par⁃
ty’s application for behaviour preservation, correctly under⁃
stand the requirements for behaviour preservation like

“emergency”and“irreparable damages”, fully consider
such factors as uncontrollable suspected infringing acts
and irreparable damages, and reasonably balance the in⁃
terests between the applicant and the party against whom
an application is filed ,so as to realize“timely protection
and sound protection”.
3. To strengthen and stimulate innovation
The ultimate goal of conferring intellectual property pro⁃

tection to scientific and technological innovations is to stim⁃
ulate innovations. The judicial protection of technology⁃relat⁃
ed intellectual property rights shall be innovation ⁃oriented,
aiming to provide protection and incentives for innovations,
and to create a“rule of law”environment that is conducive
to innovations.

(1) With an aim of stimulating innovation, the reason⁃
ableness of patent grant and invalidation standards shall
be enhanced. We shall strengthen the judicial review of the
legality and legitimacy of formal standards for patent grant,
and try our utmost to make the formal standards more flexi⁃
ble and reasonable. Formal standards for patent grant shall
be accurately grasped by giving reasonable considerations
to the objective limitations of patent drafting, and based on
the knowledge level and cognitive capability of a person
skilled in the art, in such a way to guarantee patent protec⁃
tion of invention⁃creations having explicit inventive step so
as to inspire the passion for innovation.
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(2) Efforts shall be made to create an innovation⁃friend⁃
ly legal environment to stimulate and protect innovations
and entrepreneurship. Technology⁃related intellectual prop⁃
erty rights such as patents are in close association with re⁃
search and development, production and investment.
Fuzzy scope of rights and unclear protection will do harm to
technological innovations and business operations. Atten⁃
tion shall be paid to clearly deciding legal liabilities, clarify⁃
ing the scope of protection of technology⁃related intellectu⁃
al property rights, definitely defining the scope within which
intellectual property rights can be utilized by the public free⁃
ly and legally, providing explicit legal expectations for vari⁃
ous innovative and commercial entities, protecting enthusi⁃
asm for commercial production and investment, and en⁃
hancing innovation and entrepreneurial confidence.

(3) Protection restrictions and exceptions in the IP legal
system shall be utilized as appropriate to ensure the market
transaction security of bona fide users according to law, re⁃
duce the legal risks that innovators face, and encourage
more social entities to devote themselves to innovations
and startups. New technologies, new products and new
business models shall be treated prudently, laws and regu⁃
lations shall be applied in a way that is conductive to inno⁃
vations, fair competition and consumers’long ⁃ term inter⁃
ests, and the legality of new technologies, new products
and new business models should not be denied recklessly.
4. To strengthen the protection of competition
A fair, orderly and dynamic competition mechanism is

an important guarantee for stimulating innovative vitality of
various entities. The IP Court has the vital responsibility of
protecting competition and maintaining a fair, orderly, uni⁃
fied and open market competition order. We must attach
great importance to and strengthen anti⁃monopoly trials, in⁃
hibit monopolistic behaviours timely and enhance the mar⁃
ket transparency and competitiveness.

(1) Civil monopoly disputes shall be tried to such an ex⁃
tent that the civil anti⁃monopoly justice can coordinate with
the administrative enforcement, guarantee an award of
damages for victims, and deter and prohibit monopolistic
behaviours. Independent and impartial trials of civil monop⁃
oly disputes shall be maintained correctly, and monopoly
disputes shall be accepted and heard actively. The relation⁃
ship between administrative law enforcement conducted by
administrative anti ⁃monopoly law⁃enforcing authorities and
civil litigation shall be handled properly. Fact⁃findings ascer⁃
tained in administrative decisions made by the law⁃enforc⁃

ing authorities are only one line of evidence for the court’s
decision and may be overruled if sufficient counterevidence
exists, under the circumstances of which the court may re⁃
conduct fact⁃findings. As for facts that have not been ascer⁃
tained by administrative authorities, the court may make an
independent determination based on the specific evidence
and facts in a case. The factual presumption rule shall be
applied correctly and the burden of proof shall be trans⁃
ferred properly so as to effectively alleviate the burden of
proof on plaintiffs in civil monopoly disputes.

(2) Administrative monopoly disputes shall be tried to
such an extent that administrative law enforcement is sub⁃
ject to regulation and rights and interests of entities in mar⁃
ket competition are protected. Administrative cases result⁃
ing from administrative anti ⁃monopolistic investigation and
punishment acts shall be accepted according to law, and
judicial review shall be strengthened with the focus on the
law enforcement standards and procedural legitimacy for
the sake of providing clear legal guidance and promoting
the standardization and rule of law in administrative law en⁃
forcement.

(3) IP ⁃ related monopoly disputes shall be handled
properly. The purpose of preventing monopoly is to pro⁃
mote competition, and the aim of IP protection is to stimu⁃
late innovations that can create new demands and markets
to boost a higher level of competition. In the trial of IP⁃relat⁃
ed monopoly disputes, it is required to follow the general
applicable principles and analytical methods of the Anti⁃Mo⁃
nopoly Law, and more importantly, to comprehensively con⁃
sider the characteristics of IP, take innovations as a key fac⁃
tor and focus on the impact of the operators’exercise of IP
rights on competition, innovation and productivity.
5. To have a global vision
President Xi Jinping delivered a speech at the first

meeting of the Central Committee for the Comprehensive
Rule of Law, highlighting that“China must be good at the
rule of law if it goes global and play its part as a major and
responsible country”. As a major innovation of the IP judi⁃
cial protection system in China, SPC’s IP Court is a crucial
platform for establishing the image of China as a major and
responsible country in terms of IP protection, creating a
world ⁃ class business environment and actively participat⁃
ing in and leading the international IP management process.

(1) Developing a strategic plan. It is imperative to deep⁃
ly understand the changes in the international situation and
domestic demands on reform and development. Unremit⁃
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ting efforts shall be made to build the IP Court into a global⁃
ly influential IP judicial institution by trying major cases in a
fair and efficient manner, determining judging rules and in⁃
novating litigation systems, actively participating in and pro⁃
moting the formation of international IP rules and reform on
management systems, and constantly enhancing China’s
balance force and leadership in international management
rules.

(2) Cultivating a global vision. Equal protection shall be
strengthened to adhere to the lawful and equal protection of
the legitimate rights and interests of Chinese and foreign
parties, strictly examine foreign⁃related cases according to
statutory procedures, and adequately protect the litigation
rights of Chinese and foreign parties and participants on
equal terms. Issues concerning the construction of“One
Belt, One Road”, free trade pilot zones and free trade ports
shall be studied and explored in depth, so as to facilitate
high⁃ level free trade and investment according to law and
meanwhile strive to achieve the high⁃level IP protection.

(3) Strengthening international communication and co⁃
operation in IP. China shall strengthen its judicial exchange
and cooperation with international organizations such as
the World Intellectual Property Organization, partner coun⁃
tries in the“Belt and Road”Initiative, developed countries
such as the European Union, the United States and Japan,
as well as major developing countries, to fully demonstrate
the achievements China has made in the rule of law in the
IP field, share“Chinese stories about the rule of law”in a
way easily understood by the world, actively boost the ex⁃
change and learning in terms of judicial civilization, and
contribute China’s wisdom to the world IP management
and reform.

III. Development goal: Building a world⁃
class adjudicatory organ

1. Improving the intellectual property court (tribunal)
system and promoting the reform of the litigation system

The intellectual property court (tribunal) system shall
be improved. Attention shall be paid to the synergetic and
integral construction of SPC’ s IP Court, IP tribunals, and
specialized courts having cross ⁃ regional jurisdiction over
technology⁃related IP cases, with an aim of building and im⁃
proving an institutionalized, standardized and information⁃
ized working connection mechanism. The IP litigation sys⁃
tem shall be further improved. The system concerning uni⁃

fied evidence in IP litigation shall be improved to effectively
ease the difficulty in adducing evidence and proving in⁃
fringement. Efforts shall be made to investigate, study and
further promulgate the guidelines for IP evidence rules in liti⁃
gation in order to establish a litigation mechanism under the
principle of good faith that can actively encourage the par⁃
ties to adduce evidence, effectively ease the burden of
right safeguarding and evidence collection on right holders
and effectively eliminate the difficulty in proof in IP cases.
The rules of trial procedures shall be reformed and im⁃
proved to elevate the openness and convenience of trial
work. The justice is by the people and for the people, and
all the effective measures shall be taken to facilitate the trial
of IP lawsuits. Cases shall be divided according to the com⁃
plexity, importance and urgency so that cases of different
natures and levels of complexity can be handled as appro⁃
priate. The circuit trial system shall be improved to rationally
arrange the circuit courts and actively conduct circuit trials
to facilitate litigation.
2. Strengthening the construction of smart courts vigor⁃

ously
In the era of the Internet, we should vigorously strength⁃

en the construction of smart courts and make good use of
modern technology so as to enable the courts to distribute
justice more efficiently and facilitate the route to justice. We
should comprehensively strengthen informationization and
greatly boost the in⁃depth utilization of big data and artificial
intelligence. We should strive to promote technologies con⁃
cerning speech recognition and intelligent textual informa⁃
tion extraction, work harder on the construction of software
(e.g., remote video) and infrastructure, as well as intelligent
case allocation and auxiliary intelligent case⁃handling sys⁃
tems, improve the functions of similar case retrieval, data
analysis, risk warning and the like, promote simultaneous
generation and in⁃depth use of electronic files, and manage
to realize paperless office and case handling, intensified
process in dealing with litigation affairs, and intelligent anal⁃
ysis of dynamic work. In particular, more efforts shall be
made on the construction of intelligent case allocation and
auxiliary intelligent case ⁃ handling systems and on the im⁃
provement of similar case retrieval, such that cases involv⁃
ing the same patent can be intelligently allocated to the
same responsible judge or collegial panel, and information
on similar cases can be automatically pushed to responsi⁃
ble judges with an aim of making judgements consistent by
taking advantage of information technology.
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3. Striving for IP trial team building
Team building is the cornerstone and guarantee of a

steady and far⁃reaching development of IP trial cause. Tal⁃
ents are the key to building the IP Court into a world⁃class
intellectual property trial institution. The team building of IP
judges shall be specialized, professional and international.
Both objective laws and domestic and international experi⁃
ences demonstrate that the cultivation of IP trial talents
must follow a specialized, professional and international
path for the sake of professionalism. The enthusiasm, initia⁃
tive and creativity of IP judges shall be further motivated so
that they would be happy to devote themselves to the IP in⁃
dustry and keep up with the international first⁃class level. IP
judges shall improve their capabilities to adapt themselves
to the development requirements of the new era, and to the
characteristics of the IP industry such as active thinking,
fast knowledge update and high degree of internationaliza⁃
tion. We shall provide more opportunities for IP judges to ac⁃

cept IP professional training and foreign language training
to improve their capabilities and provide them with global vi⁃
sion and skills. The idea of treating the whole country as a
chessboard shall be established to promote communica⁃
tion between personnel in the IP Court and local courts, i.e.,
courts with strong capabilities in trying technology ⁃ related
cases may continue sending judges to the IP Court to deal
with cases under specific circumstances, and the IP Court
may select qualified judges to go to lower courts with heavi⁃
er workload to assist in case handling. Such interaction and
two⁃way communication may improve trial capabilities and
jointly provide judicial protection for intellectual property
rights. The IP Court shall function as a role model to culti⁃
vate trial experts and become a cradle for IP trial talents.■

The author: Vice president of the SPC, Grand justice of the
second rank and the chief judge of the IP Court
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2019 年 7 月 23 日，最高人民法院知識産權法庭在地處

江蘇南京的最高人民法院第三巡迴法庭開展首次巡迴審判，

公開開庭審理上訴人王某與被上訴人徐州鵬程水泵廠等侵

犯發明專利權糾紛系列五案。

首次開展巡迴審判

該案原告爲名稱爲“電機殻爲焊接件的小型電潜水泵”

的專利權人王某，其認爲涉案專利解决了傳統電潜水泵殻壁

厚大、重量重、用料多、製造成本高等問題，相關專利産品一

經推廣即獲得争相搶購。徐州鵬程水泵廠等五被告未經其

許可，生産銷售侵犯涉案專利權的産品，給其造成較大的經

濟損失，應承擔停止侵權並賠償經濟損失的責任。

據此，王某將鵬程水泵廠等五被告起訴至江蘇省南京市

中級人民法院（下稱南京中院），請求法院判令鵬程水泵廠等

五被告立即停止專利侵權行爲。南京中院經審理作出駁回

原告王某全部訴訟請求的一審判决。

隨後，王某不服原審判决，向最高人民法院提起上訴，請

求撤銷原審判决，改判支持其原審訴訟請求。

最高人民法院知識産權法庭受理該案後，考慮到涉案産

品實物較重，運輸不便，尤其在侵權比對以及現有技術抗辯

比對中需對潜水泵産品進行拆解，拆解步驟以及拆解後的比

對較爲專業等原因，合議庭决定開展巡迴審判。

法庭上，上訴人與被上訴人圍遶本案的現有技術抗辯是

否成立等争議焦點進行了質证、辯論。庭審持續兩個多小

時，合議庭宣佈法庭將擇期宣判。

四大亮點值得關注

此次巡迴審判具有四大亮點。第一大亮點是本次巡迴

審判是最高人民法院知識産權法庭巡迴審判制度的第一次

實踐。

便利當事人訴訟，减少當事人訴累是此次巡迴審判的第

二大亮點。

第三大亮點是該案法律問題具有典型性。該案主要争

議焦點爲現有技術抗辯是否成立，同時又涉及現有技術抗辯

與先用權抗辯之間的關係。

第四大亮點是延伸審判職能，加强法治宣傳。

（來源：中國知識産權報）

最高人民法院知識産權法庭首次開展巡迴審判
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